
27th March 2020
Day 5



If you have access to a copy of the The Boy in the Striped Pyjamas: Read Chapter 12.(Yes- we have skipped Ch 11 – you 
can read it if you like, but we are pushing on with the story of Bruno and Shmuel.) Alternatively listen to an audio 
version here
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2POLn8OkAJ0

1) On page 130, Bruno does not understand why Shmuel is sad. Bruno believes he has 
been equally hard done by as he has had to move from Berlin to “Out-With”. Do you 
think Bruno’s complaints are fair?

2) Why has Shmuel only had chocolate once?

3) When Bruno starts to lift the fence, why does Shmuel become nervous?

Reading

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2POLn8OkAJ0


Writing
Write a comparison of Bruno’s recent experiences and Shmuel’s too. 

E.g. Bruno and Shmuel have both had to come to “Out-With”. Similarly, 
they have to live by strict rules. However, Shmuel’s life is …  Whereas 
Bruno’s is … 

Use the comparing and contrasting conjunctions on the sheet.

Remember to end with a conclusion!







Spelling Punctuation and Grammar

I was set the task of writing a paragraph to show I could use hyphens correctly. This is 
what I would like to send in.  Have I used hyphens correctly? Please correct my 
homework for me!

I quite enjoy being a short story-writer. I wrote a wonderful one the other day about a 
crocodile which loves to eat snakes.  I called it “The snake eating-crocodile.”  I sent it off 
to a story competition and I won a ten pound book token! I fell over with shock and it 
took a while to re-cover. I spent my book token on a lemon yellow-notepad to help me 
to write more short stories.



Spelling Punctuation and Grammar - ANSWERS

I quite enjoy being a short story-writer. (Am I short in height?)
I quite enjoy being a short-story writer.
I wrote a wonderful one the other day about a crocodile which loves to eat snakes.  I 
called it “The snake eating-crocodile.”  (What is being eaten here?)
“The snake-eating crocodile.”
I sent it off to a story competition and I won a ten pound book token! (Does the book 
token weigh ten pounds?) ten-pound book token.
I fell over with shock and it took a while to re-cover. (What was I covering again?)
I fell over with shock and it took a while to recover.
I spent my book token on a lemon-yellow notepad to help me to write more short 
stories.



Try this percentages quiz to keep your brain remembering how to do it!

Start with 50% and then 10%.

If you are feeling smart today, do 25% also!

https://www.transum.org/software/SW/Starter_of_the_day/Students/Percentages.asp

Mental Maths

https://www.transum.org/software/SW/Starter_of_the_day/Students/Percentages.asp


Friday 27th March 2020. LO: solve calculations involving time.

Complete the MyMaths task set on time calculations.



Friday 27th March 2020. LO: solve mathematical puzzles involving time.

Have fun with this investigation from nrich:

https://nrich.maths.org/49

Make up your own rules to investigate

e.g:

Which digital times have digits which add to 10?  Or 12?  Or 20?

Which digital times have numbers which are symmetrical e.g. 12:51  (it works if you look on a digital watch –
use those fitbits!)

https://nrich.maths.org/49


Curriculum - ART

The artist Charles Bittinger was famous for two things: helping to 

design camouflage and painting pictures of planets and space.

https://www.nationalgeographic.com/science/2019/01/before-we-explored-space-we-tried-to-

paint-it-charles-bittinger/

Have a go at designing your own space landscape:

• Use weird colours and shapes. 

• Don’t forgot to make the space background interesting to look at.

If you are painting, remember to use light colours first and 
build up darker layers.

https://www.nationalgeographic.com/science/2019/01/before-we-explored-space-we-tried-to-paint-it-charles-bittinger/

